S&G Model 6730
®

Mechanical Safe Lock

The Professional’s
First Choice for
		Solid Reliability
Sargent and Greenleaf safe locks have been protecting
the assets of banks, businesses and governments for
more than a century and a half. The S&G ® 6730 lock
represents the ultimate evolution of the commercial
grade mechanical safe lock. Ask professional
safe technicians, and you’ll soon learn that the
overwhelming lock of choice is the S&G 6730.

Built in America by an
American owned manufacturer.

Features:
•	Three all-metal combination wheels.
• Brass, dual lever locking arms mated to a
machined brass wheel center for the ultimate nonslip wheel construction.

•	Built in relock trigger to protect against dial and
spindle punching attacks.
•	Solid brass lock bolt is strong enough to resist
225 lbs. of force.

•	Key changeable wheel design for simple
combination changing.

•	The lock case uses S&G’s “Magic Module”
footprint for ease of retrofit on existing containers.

• E xclusive, patented torque adjuster to easily
keep the wheel pack assembly set to the perfect
resistance for long life and maximum resistance to
wheel skating and vibration opening.

• Available with a wide variety of dials and rings in
painted and plated finishes (including 24k gold).

•	Familiar left-right-left dialing sequence, and
one-handed operation.
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• Certifications and Approvals:
		UL ® Group 2, VdS Class 1, EN 1300 A,
CNPP A2P A/E, China CCC, and it’s
RoHS compliant.

Model 6730
Mechanical Combination Lock
Copied many times, but
never duplicated.
Time-tested mechanical security. The S&G® 6730 lock
is based on the best of historical models, combining
proven design with modern manufacturing processes to
meet today’s security demands.
Easy to install. The
6730 lock uses S&G’s “Magic
Module” footprint to conform to the default industry
standard for case size and mounting screw location that
it defined decades ago. This translates into easy retrofits
by eliminating the need for mounting plate or boltwork
modifications.

Rugged Construction. The S&G 6730 meets a long list
of American and international testing agency criteria,
including:
UL ® Group 2
VdS Class 1
EN 1300 A
CNPP A2P A/E
China CCC
...and it’s RoHS compliant

S&G®

The best selection of dials and rings. From tuxedo black
and white painted dials and rings to chrome, brass, 14k
and 24k gold plate, the 6730 can match the presence and
finish of any safe, from workhorse commercial container
to beautifully finished weapons safe. Key locking, nonkey locking, front reading, Spy-Proof—the choices are
diverse and numerous.
Familiar Operation. The left—right—left dialing
sequence has become the industry standard over
decades of use by security-minded safe owners.

The support of the industry leader. S&G is one of the
world’s largest manufacturers of high-security safe
and vault locks, with a broad array of locks, based
on mechanical and advanced electronic platforms.
Our mechanical safe locks are recognized as industry
standards, unsurpassed in quality. We provide excellence
in all areas – from our ISO 9001, U.L.®, and other
worldwide certifications to our experienced customer
service and technical support staff. We proudly stand
behind all of our products with one of the best warranties
in the industry.

A Wide Variety of Dials and Rings
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